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What you will need

To create the ‘Dynamic Card Shape’
Files you need to cut
out for the Dynamic
Card Shape:

- Base 1 or 2
- Mats
- Detail Cut 1,2,3,4 & 5 or
Speed Cut 1,2,3,4 & 5
- Matching Artwork

Base 1

Base 2

Mats

Detail Cuts 1-5

Speed Cuts 1-5

Artwork
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Instructions

How to create the ‘Dynamic Card Shape’
Step 1 - Cut your card base
Depending on your preference, there
are 2 SVG base files you can choose
from.
Base 1 - 2 slots for 2 drawers
Base 2 - 1 slot for 1 drawer
Cut your preferred base twice.

Step 2 - Form the card base
Rotate 1 piece through 180
degrees to align the edge spines.

Base 1

Base 2

Overlap the spines and glue
together with wet glue or red liner tape.

- Score, fold along the
dashed lines as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1.
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Step 4 - Sliding drawers
- Fold the tabs back and forth until they move freely.

If using red liner
tape you can prepare
the tabs with tape at
this stage or use wet
glue later on.

- Weave the narrow end of
the drawer piece IN the Slot,
behind the spine and OUT of
the Tab hole.
Narrow end

Drawer piece

Insert into slot in this direction

IMPORTANT

*For the drawer mechanism to
work the narrow end of the drawer
must not be glued beyond the score
line of the tab.
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Step 4 - Sliding drawers (continued)
- Once you are happy with the
positioning of the drawers apply glue
(or red liner tape) to the tab to secure
the narrow end of the drawer in place,
the rest of the piece should slide freely.
- Repeat for remaining drawer slots
and tabs.

Step 5 - Finishing touches
To conceal the workings take the cabinet
door piece or one of the larger rectangle
pieces and stick to the central spine of the
card.

-One Dynamic Card Shape base ready
to be embellished.
Happy Crafting!

Don’t forget you can add any additional designs from the USB to decorate
your Dynamic Card Shape!
And be sure to share your makes on the Carnation Crafters Facebook group!

